Abstract. We study the sequences of numbers corresponding to lambda terms of given sizes, where the size is this of lambda terms with de Bruijn indices in a very natural model where all the operators have size 1. For plain lambda terms, the sequence corresponds to two families of binary trees for which we exhibit bijections. We study also the distribution of normal forms, head normal forms and strongly normalizing terms. In particular we show that strongly normalizing terms are of density 0 among plain terms.
Introduction
In this paper we consider a natural way of counting the size of λ-terms, namely λ-terms presented by de Bruijn indices 1 in which all the operators are counted with size 1. This means that abstractions, applications, successors and zeros have all size 1. Formally
For instance the term for K which is written traditionally λx.λy.x in the lambda calculus is written λλS0 · using de Bruijn indices and we have:
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since there are two λ abstractions, one successor S and one 0 · . The term for S (which should not be confused with the successor symbol) is written λx.λy.λz.(xz)(yz) which is written λλλ(((SS0 · )0 · )((S0 · )0 · )) using de Bruijn indices and its size is:
|λλλ(((SS0 · )0 · )((S0 · )0 · ))| = 13.
since there are three λ abstractions, three applications, three successors S's, and four 0 · 's. The term λx.xx which corresponds to the term λ(0 · 0 · ) has size 4 and the term (λx.xx)(λx.xx) which corresponds to the term ω is written (λ(0 · 0 · )) λ(0 · 0 · ) and has size 9. The term λf.(λx.f (xx))(λx.f (xx)) which corresponds to the fixpoint Y is written λ((λ((S0 · ) (0 · 0 · ))) λ((S0 · ) (0 · 0 · ))) and has size 16.
Lambda terms
2.1. Counting plain terms with a natural size: L ∞ . Since the terms are either applications, abstractions or de Bruijn indices, the set L ∞ of lambda terms is solution of the combinatorial equation:
where D is the set of de Bruijn indices which is solution of
Let us call L ∞ the generating function for counting the numbers of the plain terms. It is solution of the functional equation:
which yields the equation:
which has discriminant 
Proof. The proof mimics this of Theorem 1 in [3] . Let us write L ∞ as
where 
2.
2. An holonomic presentation. Using the Maple package gfun [6] we were able to build a holonomic equation of which L ∞ is the solution namely
From this equation it is possible to derive the following recursive and linear definition for the coefficients:
Counting terms with at most m indices: L m . The set L m of terms with free indices 0, .., m − 1 is described as
The set L 0 is the set of closed lambda terms. If we consider the λ-terms with at most m free indices, we get: 10  3550  20  253106837  30  27328990723991  40  3503758934959966001  50  493839291745701673090756  60  73920774614279746859303111580  70  11535317831253359292868402823579507  80  1855899670106913269845444317474927546423  90 305649725186484753579669948042728038245882292 100 51274965000307280025396615989999357497440689837989 2   10  3767  20  261489930  30  27945182509468  40  3563589864915927683  50  500623883981281516056181  60  74770204056757299054875868847  70  11649230835743409545961872906078995  80  1871967051054756263272240387385909197928  90 308005368563187477433148735955649926279818246 100 51631045600653143846184406311963448514677624135086
which yields:
Let us state
Notice that L m is defined using L m+1 . If this definition is developed, then L m is defined by an infinite sequence of nested radicals. The sequences ([z n ]L m ) n∈N do not occur in the Online Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences.
2.4.
Counting λ-terms with another notion of size. Assume we take another notion of size in which 0 · has size 0 and applications have size 2, whereas abstraction and succession keep their size 1. In other words:
The generating function 2 A 1 fulfills the identity:
The reader may check that
Hence both notions of size correspond to sequence A105633. In Appendix B we consider the case where all the operators (application, abstraction and succession) have size 1 and 0 · has size 0.
Typable Terms
A difficult open problem is to count simply typable terms. In this section, we give empiric results we obtain by an implementation on counting closed typed terms. λ − terms black-white trees zigzag free trees neutral hnf 
E-free black-white binary trees
A black-white binary tree is a binary tree with colored nodes using two colors, black • and white •. The root of a black-white binary tree is •, by convention. A E-free black-white binary tree is a black-white binary tree in which edges from a set E are forbidden. For instance if the set of forbidden edges is
• } are allowed. The E 1 -free black-white binary trees of size 3 and 4 are as many as lambda terms of size 3 and 4. They are listed in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 second column.
• }, which is obtained by left-right symmetry, the E-free black-white binary trees are counted by A105633 [4] . In what follows we will consider E 1 and we will rather speak in terms of an allowed set of pattern namely A 1 . For simplicity, we will call in this paper black-white trees, the binary black-white trees with allowed pattern set A 1 .
Before giving the bijection, let us give the trees corresponding to
λ − terms black-white trees zigzag free trees neutral hnf Figure 4 . Bijection between λ-terms, E 1 -free black-white binary trees and zigzag free trees of size 4 (L 4 = 9) and neutral head normal forms (Section 8) of size 5 (K 5 = 9).
is the empty tree which is usually not represented in drawing. The E 1 -free black-white binary trees are described by the following combinatorial equation:
which yields the following functional equations:
which is the same equation up to a multiplication by 1−z as (1) namely the equation defining L ∞ 4.2. The bijection. Let us define the function LtoBw from λ-terms to black-white trees:
In other words a new node is added on the leftmost node of the tree. from blackwhite trees to λ-terms Let us now define the function BwtoL
In other words, to decompose a binary tree which is not the node •, we look for the left most node.
• If the leftmost node is •, then the λ-term is a de Bruijn index. Actually
is forbidden) and the tree is linear. If this linear tree has n •'s it represents S n−1 (0 · ).
• If the leftmost node is • and has no child, then the λ-term is an abstraction of the bijection of the rest.
• If the leftmost node is • and has a right child, then the λ-term is an application of the bijection of the right subtree on the bijection of the above tree .
The bijection in Haskell. In this section we describe Haskell programs for the bijections. First we define black-white trees. We consider three kinds of trees: leafs (of arity zero and size zero) corresponding to and not represented in drawing. --Substitutes the given Black-White tree bwt --for the leftmost node in the second tree. sub :: BWTree -> BWTree -> BWTree sub bwt (Black t t') = Black (bwt 'sub' t) t' sub bwt (White t t') = White (bwt 'sub' t) t' sub bwt Leaf = bwt --Translates the given DeBruijn index --to a corresponding Black-White tree. dToBw :: DeBruijn -> BWTree dToBw Z = Black Leaf Leaf dToBw (S n) = Black Leaf Leaf 'sub' dToBw n --Translates the given Lambda-term to --a corresponding Black-White tree. lToBw :: LTerm -> BWTree lToBw (Nat n) = dToBw n lToBw (Abs e) = White Leaf Leaf 'sub' lToBw e lToBw (App e e') = White Leaf (lToBw e) 'sub' lToBw e' --Cuts the leftmost subtree out from the given tree --returning a pair (leftmost subtree, pruned tree). 
End of Haskell program
In order to translate λ-terms to corresponding black-white trees we carry out a rather unusual induction, where after the recursive step we attach a new subtree to the leftmost node in one of the previously obtained black-white trees. Similarly, in the inverse translation from black-white trees to λ-terms, we have to cut out the leftmost node of the current black-white tree and pattern match against the result. This unusual recursion is a result of our natural top-down representation of black-white trees, where children are drawn below their parents. Note that if we change this convention so that children are drawn on the right to their parents, the previously leftmost node becomes the root of the black-white tree. The data type for black-white trees does not change, but instead of top-down trees, we are working with left-right ones. Such a representation simplifies the overall implementation as the algorithm is no longer required to look for the leftmost node.
Binary trees without zigzags
5.1. Non empty zigzag free binary trees. Consider BZ 1 the set of binary trees with no zigzag i.e., with no subtree like × × × BZ 1 is described by the combinatorial equations:
Like L ∞ and BW • , BZ 1 is solution of the functional equation:
5.2. A formula. Sapounakis et al. [7] consider a similar sequence defined in term of avoiding Dyck paths and give the formula:
. The bijections between black white trees and zigzag free trees 6.1. From black white trees to zigzag free trees. Let us call BwToBz the bijection from black white trees to zigzag free trees. Notice that the fourth equation removes a • and the last equation adds a ×, keeping a balance between • nodes and × nodes on the leftmost branch.
6.2. From zigzag free trees to black white trees. We use two functions BzToBw • and BzToBw • . Notice also that on the leftmost branch a • is added and a × is removed; --Translates the given Zigzag free tree to a --corresponding white rooted Black-White tree. bzToBwW :: BZTree -> BWTree bzToBwW (Node BZLeaf BZLeaf) = BWLeaf bzToBwW (Node t @ (Node _ _) t') = White (bzToBwW t) (bzToBwB t')
End of Haskell program
7. The bijections between lambda terms and zigzag free trees 7.1. From lambda terms to zigzag free trees. Lest us call LToBz this bijection. It is described in Figure 5 7.2. From zigzag free terms to lambda terms. The bijection called BzToL is defined in Figure 6 .
7.3. Examples. Let us look at the bijection on classical examples, namely K, S, ω and Y: Figure 6 . The bijection BzToL --Useful shorthand. blNode :: BZTree blNode = Node BZLeaf BZLeaf --Substitutes the given Zigzag free tree zg --for the leftmost node in the second tree. subL :: BZTree -> BZTree -> BZTree subL zg (Node t t') = Node (zg 'subL' t) t subL zg BZLeaf = zg --Substitutes the given Zigzag free tree zg --for the rightmost node in the second tree. subR :: BZTree -> BZTree -> BZTree subR zg (Node t t') = Node t (zg 'subR' t') subR zg BZLeaf = zg --Cuts the leftmost subtree out from the given tree --returning a pair (leftmost subtree, pruned tree). prune :: BZTree -> (BZTree, BZTree) prune p @ (Node BZLeaf _) = (p, BZLeaf) prune (Node l r) = case prune l of (lm, p) -> (lm, Node p r)
--Translates the given DeBruijn index --to a corresponding Zigzag free tree. dToBz :: DeBruijn -> BZTree dToBz Z = Node BZLeaf BZLeaf dToBz (S n) = blNode 'subR' dToBz n --Translates the given Lambda-term --to a corresponding Zigzag free tree. lToBz :: LTerm -> BZTree lToBz (Nat n) = dToBz n lToBz (Abs e) = blNode 'subL' lToBz e lToBz (App e (Nat k)) = case k of Z -> Node blNode $ lToBz e S n -> Node blNode (lToBz e) 'subR' dToBz n lToBz (App e e') = case prune $ lToBz e' of (Node BZLeaf BZLeaf, t) -> Node blNode (lToBz e) 'subL' t
We leave the straightforward implementation of BzToL from λ-terms to Zigzag free trees to the reader.
Normal forms
We are now interested in normal forms, that are terms irreducible by β reduction that are also terms which do not have subterms of the form (λM) N.
There are three associated classes: N (the normal forms), M (the neutral terms, which are the normal forms without head abstractions) and D (the de Bruijn indices) : 
One shows that
is the generating function of Motzkin trees (see [2] p. 396).
The bijections between Motzkin trees and neutral normal forms
In this section we exhibit a bijection between Motzkin trees and neutral normal forms as suggested by the identity between their genrating functions. Let u n denote the unary Motzkin path of height n. We start with defining two auxiliary operations UnToL and UnToD, translating unary Motzkin paths into λ-paths and DeBruijn indices, respectively.
Using UnToL and UnToD we can now define ( Figure 9 ) the translation MoToNe from Motzkin trees into corresponding neutral terms.
Proof. The proposition is an easy consequence of the fact that MoToNe preserves the exact number of unary and binary nodes.
What remains is to give the inverse translation NeToMo from neutral terms to Motzkin trees (Figure 10 ). Let LToUn and DToUn denote the inverse functions of UnToL and UnToD respectively. Let l n denote the unary λ-path of height n and d n denote the n-th DeBruijn index. The translation NeToMo is given by:
where t does not start with a λ 
End of Haskell program
In order to translate Motzkin trees to corresponding neutral terms we have to consider two cases. Either we are given a Motzkin tree starting with a unary node or a binary one. The later case is straightforward due to the fact that binary nodes correspond to neutral term application. Assume we are given a Motzkin tree starting with a unary path u n of size n. We have to decide whether the path corresponds to a DeBruijn index or a chain of λ-abstractions. This distinction is uniquely determined by the existence of the path's splitting node -the binary node directly below u n . If u n has a splitting node then it corresponds to a chain of n λ-abstractions which will be placed on top of the corresponding right neutral term constructed recursively from u n 's splitting node. Otherwise, u n corresponds to the n-th DeBruijn index.
We leave the straightforward implementation of NeToMo from neutral terms to Motzkin trees to the reader.
Head normal forms
We are now interested in the set of head normal forms
which yields the equations
This can be explained by the following bijection (see Figure 3 and Figure 4 ): Proposition 6. If P is a neutral head normal form, it is of the form:
(of size k), • P = 0 · (of size 1), treated by the case z.
From Theorem 1 we get: 
Hence the proposition.
Proposition 8. The density of K in L ∞ (i.e., the density of neutral head normal forms among plain terms) is ρ L∞ .
Proposition 9.
with C H . = 0.254625911836762946... 
Proof. The proof is like this of Theorem 1 with
C H = − ρ L∞ Q(ρ L∞ ) 1−ρ L∞ 2(1 − ρ L∞ )Γ(− 1 2
Proof.
Actually
(1−ρ L∞ ) .
Terms containing specific subterms
Consider a term M of size p and the set T of terms that contain M as subterm. In the interval (0, 1), ∆ ∞ is decreasing (its derivative is negative) and (1 − z)∆ T > (1 − z)∆ L∞ . Hence the root ρ T of ∆ T is larger than the root ρ L∞ of ∆ ∞ , that is ρ T > ρ L∞ . Beside:
Hence the number of terms that do not have M as subterm is given by
.
Theorem 2. The density in L ∞ of terms that do not have M as subterm is 0.
Proof. Indeed the smallest pole of L ∞ −T is ρ T and the smallest pole of L ∞ is ρ L∞ . Therefore, Corollary 2. Asymptotically almost no λ-term is strongly normalizing.
Proof. In other words, the density of strongly normalizing terms is 0. Indeed, the density in L ∞ of terms that contain (λ(0 · 0 · )) λ(0 · 0 · ) is 1. Hence the density of non strongly normalizing terms is 1. Hence the density of strongly normalizing terms is 0.
Conclusion
Figure 12 summarizes what we obtained on densities of terms. Moreover, this research opens many issues, among others about generating random terms and random normal forms using Boltzmann samplers [5] . 
